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NY Exchange Trading
COMEX April Gold
COMEX May Silver
NYMEX April Platinum
NYMEX June Palladium
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Open
1204.40
17.060
943.80
749.75

High
1206.20
17.070
945.50
758.00

Low
1202.00
19.965
938.70
746.15

Sales: Randy Weinerman
randy.weinerman@mitsubishicorp.com

Close
1203.10
16.972
941.20
754.45

Change
1.70
0.049
3.00
9.30

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Tim e)
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New York, tomorrow?

With apologies to George RR Martin, winter is coming. Back in the old days, whenever
it snowed in New York the price of gold would rally. Don’t scoff, there’s logic hiding in
there. Gold was in a bear market, one trades a bear market from the short side. There
was no electronic trading in those benighted times, once the floor closed only some folks
had access to the overnight EFP desks, most didn’t. So people would just buy back their
positions and head out of Dodge before the flakes fell in earnest. Ipso fatso, gold rallies
because it snows. The bullish market we now enjoy does not indicate the opposite is true.
The advent of electronic trading has eliminated the need to square up before going home.
And tomorrow the Fed goes into conclave with the announcement coming Wednesday, so
even without a foot of snow on the way this would be an all-bets-are-off scenario.
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